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About MDPI

About MDPI
MDPI is a publisher of fully peer-reviewed, open access journals with a focus
on robust and rapid editorial processes. Our aim is to ensure that high quality
research is verified and made available to the research community as quickly as
possible. MDPI stands at the forefront of the open access movement, launching
its first online journal Molecules in 1996. Today, MDPI is a leader in open access
publishing with over 180 journals across all research disciplines and all content
published under a Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY).

History of our SCIE Journals

Missions and Values
Open Access – No Copyright Constraints
We offer access to science and the latest research to readers for free. All of
our content is published in open access and distributed under a Creative
Commons License, which means published articles can be freely shared
and the content re-used, upon proper attribution.
Timeliness and Efficiency
We aim to publish fast to ensure the latest research is rapidly disseminated,
using thorough, precise editorial work. By assisting editors and reviewers
all along the peer-review process, a first decision is provided to authors in
under 26 days; once accepted, papers are published in 5 days.
Excellent Service
A survey revealed that 99 % of our authors would publish in MDPI journals
again*.
* Source: survey of corresponding authors of MDPI journals; 2017.

High Number of Readers and Frequent Citations
Of the content published in 2017, 92.26 % is indexed by Web of Science,
Clarivate Analytics (formerly Thomson Reuters). MDPI registered an
average of 10.2 million page views and article downloads per month. In
2017, MDPI articles received 257,291 citations.
MDPI is a Member of CrossRef, OASPA, STM, COPE and DOAJ
MDPI collaborates with over 300 institutions, universities and societies.
We archive a full-text copy of all our papers in e-Helvetica, the digital
collection of the Swiss National Library and CLOCKSS.

Publication by Subject Area
Chemistry & Materials Science 24%
Physical Sciences 12%
Medicine & Pharmacology 15%
Business & Economics 3%
Public Health & Healthcare 5%
Engineering 12%
Social Sciences, Arts & Humanities 3%
Biology & Life Sciences 11%
Environmental & Earth Sciences 13%
Computer Science & Mathematics 2%

Our Multidisciplinary Services to
Disseminate Research

A platform for academic communication and collaboration where scholars can
set up free scientific conferences or participate in discussion groups.
▶ sciforum.net

A multidisciplinary not-for-profit platform for rapid communication of research
results before peer-review.
▶ preprints.org

A complete manuscript submission system that incorporates all steps from
initial submission to publication, including peer-review and invoicing. We also
offer flexible administrative and production support to publishers and editors.
▶ mdpi.com/publishing_service
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plus.google.com/+MdpiOA
weibo.com/mdpicn
Wechat: MDPI-China
medium.com/@MDPIOpenAccess
blog.mdpi.com
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